WACKY(?) CRAFTS

Book talk presented by Sandy Wallick, Librarian Gere Branch Library/Lincoln City Libraries
Bethany Branch BooksTalk on October 24, 2014

ALCHEMY ARTS: RECYCLING IS CHIC by Kate Mackay & Di Jennings. 745.5 Mac (Anderson, Bennett Martin, Eiseley, Gere, South, Walt)

BOTTLE TREES – AND THE WHIMSICAL ART OF GARDEN GLASS by Felder Rushing. 748.82 Rus (Eiseley, Gere, South, Walt)

BUTTON! BUTTON! 50 CUTE & CRAFTY PROJECTS by Terry Taylor 745.584 Tay (Bennett Martin, Eiseley, Gere, Walt)

CLOSET MONSTERS: STITCH CREATURES YOU’LL LOVE FROM CLOTHING YOU DON’T by John Murphy 745.592 Mur (Bennett Martin, Eiseley, Gere, Walt)

CRAFT CHALLENGE: DOZENS OF WAYS TO REPURPOSE A PILLOWCASE by Suzanne J.E. Tourillott 746.4 Tou (Bennett Martin, Anderson, Eiseley, Gere, South, Walt)

CRAFTING WITH CAT HAIR: CUTE HANDICRAFTS TO MAKE WITH YOUR CAT by Kaori Tsutaya. 745.537 Tsu (Bennett Martin)

THE CUTER BOOK: FELT MASCOT by Aranzi Aronzo 746.046 Ara (Bennett Martin, Anderson, Bethany, Gere, South, Walt, Williams)

DRESS YOUR GINGERBREAD!: BAKE THEM! DRESS THEM! EAT THEM! by Joanna Farrow 641.965 Far (Bennett Martin, Anderson, Bethany, Eiseley, Gere, Walt)

FOREST FAIRY CRAFTS: ENCHANTING FAIRIES & FELT FRIENDS FROM SIMPLE SUPPLIES by Lenka Vodicka-Paredes & Asia Currie. (Gere)

HANKIE COUTURE: HANDCRAFTED FASHIONS FROM VINTAGE HANDKERCHIEFS by Marsha Greenberg. 745.592 Gre (Bethany)
HOT-WATER BOTTLE COVERS by Chrissie Day. 746.432 Day (Bennett Martin, Gere, Walt)

KNIT YOUR OWN ROYAL WEDDING by Fiona Goble 746.432 Gob (Bethany)

KNIT YOUR OWN ZOMBIE: OVER 1,000 COMBINATIONS TO RIP’N’REASSEMBLE FOR HORRIFYING RESULTS by Fiona Goble. 746.43 Gob (Eiseley)

STICK OR TREAT: COSTUMES, MASKS, TRICK OR TREAT BAGS, PUMPKINS, & DECORATIONS! By Patti Wallenfang 745.5 Wal (Bennett Martin, Anderson, Bethany, Bookmobile, Eiseley, Gere, South, Walt)

STRAY SOCK SEWING: MAKING UNIQUE, IMAGINATIVE SOCK DOLLS STEP-BY-STEP by Daniel. 745.952 Dan (Walt)

UPCYCLING: CREATE BEAUTIFUL THINGS WITH THE STUFF YOU ALREADY HAVE by Danny Seo 745.5 Seo (Bennett Martin, Anderson, Bethany, Eiseley, Gere, South, Walt)

YARN BOMBING: THE ART OF CROCHET AND KNIT GRAFFITI by Mandy Moore & Leanne Prain 746.43 Moo (Bennett Martin, Eiseley, Gere, Walt)

ZOMBIE FELTIES: HOW TO RAISE 16 GRUSOME FELT CREATURES FROM THE UNDEAD by Nicola Tedman & Sarah Skeate YA PB (Nonfiction) Tedman (Bennett Martin, Anderson, Bethany, Eiseley, South, Walt)
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